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In the present era of sophisticated technology, 3G mobile handsets have occupied a significant
position in the market as well as in the minds of the consumers. With 3G technology, the concept of
mobile communication has been revolutionized. Due to this 3G technology, the Latest Mobile
Phones enable the user to enjoy many multi-tasking devices. Almost all the leading mobile makers
have leave no stone unturned to incorporate the scintillating features of 3G technology in their
handsets. If you are looking for a 3G phones, you can go for varied reputed phones such as Nokia,
Samsung, Song, HTC, Micromax, Blackberry, Motorola and many more. All these brands have put
their best possible efforts to give a classy design and outstanding features to their phones. Some of
the latest 3G phones available in the market includes Samsung Galaxy S 3, Nokia Lumia 900, Sony
Xperia S and Micromax A73 to name a few.

The 3G phones are featured with lots of innovative applications and tools. The present day 3G
phones are attributed with common applications such as self organizer such as calendar, calculator,
alarm clock etc. Besides, these gadgets comes with huge megapixel camera accompanied with
auto focus, flash and all other essential camera settings, which help the user to take good quality
snap and record videos. Apart from HD video and image recording, you will enjoy the functions of
geo-tagging, touch focus, face and smile detection and image stabilization. When it comes to music,
you can enjoy full music on these devices as these are equipped with advanced versions of MP3
and Mp4 players. Another main USP of these phones is the presence of QWERTY keyboard, which
helps the user to handle this very easily. The 3G gadgets also provide you a good battery backup to
enjoy longer talk-time and music-play. In terms of connectivity, you can find all the advanced
connectivity options such as EDGE, WLAN, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and USB. Moreover, these phones
come with convincing internal memory storage and expandable microSD card options.

It is noteworthy that most of the 3G phones are powered by Android operating systems, which help
the user to explore numerous new things. Video calling is another exciting feature of these phones.
With 3G phones, you can enjoy video chat with your friends, colleagues and family members at any
place and any time. Apart from these, you can access social networking sites, Facebook, twitter and
YouTube on these gadgets. Besides, you can have access to Google Search, Maps and Gmail as
per your requirements. The user can also enjoy Google Talk on these phones. You can also carry
out your official works with Document editor like Word, Excel, PowerPoint and PDF on these
handsets. As far as messaging is concerned, you will be provided with the standard options of SMS
(threaded view), MMS, Email, Push Mail, IM and RSS. Another notable thing is that these phones
come with powerful CPU and advanced GPU. Taking all the modern features of these phones, there
is no doubt that Latest 3G Mobile Phone has superseded the market of all previous model mobile
phones in the market.
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